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Magic is real. So are the Fae. And they swear I'm their queen. I'm just a misfit college student with pointed ears who ruins technology with a touch. Until my twenty-first birthday,
when three seductive Fae warriors kidnap me from my party to tell me I'm so much more. The attraction between me and my newfound royal guards is undeniable... yet also
unattainable. You see, their first priority is to protect me, but they have their own secrets. To top it off, they weren't the only ones searching for me. I'm being hunted by an enemy
who already killed the other heirs to the throne. They have different plans for me, though, and somehow, that's worse. With my powerful guards by my side, it's time for me to
unravel the mysteries of my past and the Fae's future... If I survive. Note: 18+ only. The Lost Queen contains scenes of trauma dealt by the baddies, but no sexual violence. All
intimate encounters with Glori's consorts are consensual. A steamy story with substance! Full-length novel (95,500 words / 368 pages) New adult romantic fantasy Slow-burn /
slow-build (5 consorts gathered over 6 books) Later books include steamy group scenes (MFM, FMM, MMFMMM) Poly themes Glori's journey from a shy college student to a
Fae queen unlike any before slowly unfolds throughout the series. She'll find limitless love with her consorts, the only men who can bring her out of her shell. Expect unusual
shapeshifters, a different take on faerie myths, and a sheltered heroine finding her inner strength. If you enjoy slow-burn romantic tension spanning two worlds, you'll devour Traci
Lovelot's six-book series, Our Fae Queen. What readers are saying about this debut novel: "This is definitely going to be a slow burn but I'm here for it. Good read!" - Bianca on
Amazon.com "Book 1 of a new to me author and man does she deliver! This is well written and I devoured it!" - Dawn M on Amazon.ca "I think I found my new favorite author." Annalisa on Amazon.com "Great book overall,definitely a 5 star read." - Jozanne on Goodreads "I'm hooked !!" - Laura on Goodreads "I especially loved the growth that the FMC
showed consistently throughout. She may have been born a Fae but learning the ins and outs of Faedom was refreshingly relatable. I REALLY LOVED THIS BOOK!!" - Malischa
on Goodreads
Andrew Ure (1778-1857) was a professor at the University of Glasgow and an enthusiast for the Industrial Revolution’s new systems of manufacturing. As we know, a
consequence of these new developments was the redundancy of many workers, just as we are experiencing today with ‘downsizing’ and ‘reengineering’. This study details the
creation of the general education system as an answer to the need for less self-willed and intractable workmen, which were unfit to become "components of a mechanical
system". In our times of permanent technological revolution, this is an excellent insight into the roots of industrial progress. Understanding rural workers' shock and their need to
readapt to a new urban, factorial reality, and the white collar workers’ dilemma of social security or entrepreneurship is achieved by this fascinating and important book.
Achievements and progress in genome mapping and the genomics of microbes supersede by far those for higher plants and animals, in part due to their enormous economic
implication but also smaller genome size. In the post-genomic era, whole genome sequences of animal-associated microbes are providing clues to depicting the genetic basis of
the complex host-pathogen relationships and the evolution of parasitism; and to improving methods of controlling pathogens. This volume focuses on a globally important group
of intracellular prokaryotic pathogens which affect livestock animals. These include Brucella, Mycobacterium, Anaplasma and Ehrlichia, as well as the protozoan pathogens
Cryptosporidium and Theileria, for which genome sequence data is available. Insights from comparative genomics of the microbes described provide clues to the adaptation
involved in host-microbe interactions, as well as resources potentially useful for application in future research and product development.
Identifies specific print and broadcast sources of news and advertising for trade, business, labor, and professionals. Arrangement is geographic with a thumbnail description of
each local market. Indexes are classified (by format and subject matter) and alphabetical (by name and keyword).
Warning: For Mature Adult Audiences. Contains wording and actions some may find offensive. Sexual explicit content. MFM This book is a newly edited and a beautiful new
cover re-release of the same great story originally released in 2013. Tori Paulson has been stalked by a Houston police officer for the past year. When she unexpectedly inherits
a small ranch near Climax, Colorado, from a great-uncle she’d never even met, Tori thinks fate may finally be planning to give her a break. Braving roads she doesn’t believe
really qualify as highways while battling near-blizzard conditions, Tori misses her meeting with the local attorney, and that is only the beginning of the bad news. Sitting outside in
the snow wondering where she is going to sleep without freezing to death, she suddenly realizes the gorgeous cowboy watching her thoughtfully has actually spoken to her. Dom
Trace Bartell is totally unprepared for the snow angel he finds sitting stunned in front of the local tavern. He is drawn to the intelligence he sees dancing in her dark eyes and
vulnerability he senses in her. But Tori’s stalker hasn’t given up. Can Trace keep Tori safe from a stalker whose past is much darker than anyone knows?
Ghosts and other supernatural phenomena are widely represented throughout modern culture. They can be found in any number of entertainment, commercial, and other
contexts, but popular media or commodified representations of ghosts can be quite different from the beliefs people hold about them, based on tradition or direct experience.
Personal belief and cultural tradition on the one hand, and popular and commercial representation on the other, nevertheless continually feed each other. They frequently share
space in how people think about the supernatural. In Haunting Experiences, three well-known folklorists seek to broaden the discussion of ghost lore by examining it from a
variety of angles in various modern contexts. Diane E. Goldstein, Sylvia Ann Grider, and Jeannie Banks Thomas take ghosts seriously, as they draw on contemporary
scholarship that emphasizes both the basis of belief in experience (rather than mere fantasy) and the usefulness of ghost stories. They look closely at the narrative role of such
lore in matters such as socialization and gender. And they unravel the complex mix of mass media, commodification, and popular culture that today puts old spirits into new
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contexts.
How do I prepare for a battle where my life is the least of what is at stake? There is so much to lose, and I’m frightened. For the first time in my life… I’m afraid for our future. Aradia Emerald Stone denied her magic until a desperate call from her beloved grandmother sends her on a cross-country adventure. It’s the perfect excuse to walk away from a
stalled career and a man who turned out to be an anchor rather than a romantic interest. When she finally parks in front of her family’s mystical shop, Ema is running on empty.
The first person she sees is Josh Bennett. The only thing worse than staring at him like a lovesick teenager is falling into the street at his feet. The whole scene makes her look
as though she’s channeling a slutty version of Lucille Ball. Yes, indeed, just another day in the sitcom life and times of Emerald Stone, super klutz. The battle over the crystal
cavern beneath her family’s store has been escalating, but her return sends everything spiraling out of control. Sheriff Joshua Bennett can see Ema Stone is running on fumes,
but she is still the most beautiful woman he’s ever seen. A call from a Kansas patrolman alerted him to her impending arrival, but nothing could have prepared him for seeing her
again. Josh doesn’t believe in magic, but there is no denying Emerald Stone is special in too many ways to count. From the moment she tumbles out of her car, Josh knows
Crystal, Colorado, will never be the same. Love, Laughter, Magic, and Mayhem
Warning: For Mature Adult Audiences. Contains wording and actions some may find offensive. Sexual explicit content. MFM The third book in bestselling author, Avery Gale’s
wildly popular, new series, The Adlers, spotlights the eldest of the ten siblings. Shifters, wizards, and magicals who appear and disappear at the most inopportune times highlight
Austin Adler’s story. If you enjoyed Brooklyn and London… You’ll love the latest Avery Gale magic! After spending years rebuilding Adler Oil, his family’s crumbling legacy,
Austin Adler finally feels as though he can take a deep breath and enjoy the perks of being one of the country’s youngest billionaires. With two of his siblings already mated,
Austin has recently started to wonder when the Universe would send a mate his way. Watching his brother scene with a beautiful brunette submissive at the Prairie Winds Club,
Austin’s attention is drawn to the shadowy figure of a woman across the room. When Charlotte Hays realizes she’s caught her boss’s attention, she disappears into a silvery
mist. Charlotte’s unique magical abilities put her on the radar of groups on both sides of the law… and they are nearly impossible to tell apart.
The sexy Doms from the Prairie Winds Club are back; and so are their sassy, trouble magnet subs! The 8th book in Avery Gale’s wildly popular Masters of the Prairie Winds
Club series is full of humor and unexpected turns. Oh…and Lilly West has a new shotgun…what could possibly go wrong? *** Guinevere Colbert-Lister’s blood is as blue as her
sparkling eyes, but she’s never been interested in her role as a debutante. Her interest in mechanics and sports car racing is a constant point of contention between Guinevere
and her parents. When she accepts a last-minute invitation to fill in for a mechanic at a local race track, her life is forever changed. Forced into witness protection when she helps
free a group being held for sex slave auction in London, Guinevere is reborn as Colbie Clark. She finds herself under the protection of the Prairie Winds team in Texas, but Colbie
has never been able to stop thinking about two MI6 agents who whisked her from the local police station in London, interrogated her before escorting her to their headquarters,
and then walked away without ever looking back. Agents James and Ford stormed in, and then out of her life within a few hours…but they still haunt her dreams and fuel all of her
sexual fantasies. *** Walking away from Colbie was the hardest thing either Liam or Bode had ever done. They’re on Kent and Kyle West’s Prairie Winds team now, and
they’ve spent the past year watching and waiting to bring her into their lives. But, Colbie proves herself every bit as challenging as the Wests' feisty wife, Tobi. Liam and Bode’s
carefully cultivated plans are tossed aside when it appears the head of the sex trafficking ring bent on making an example of her have finally found their petite target. Can they
keep her safe despite her penchant for being in the wrong place at the wrong time?
Free Book When I received a text from my brother asking me if I wanted to leave our pack’s ball for something more exciting, I couldn’t imagine the chance encounter that would
occur just minutes after I agreed. He called himself Michael, and I could tell that he wasn’t like the rest of the guys from my pack. No, he had that look in his eye that said he
aspired to be something. I couldn’t quite pin it, but there was something about him. Though, when he asked me to take a ride with him I never could have expected that the night
would turn into one I could never forget. Could he, an outsider, really be the one? A 7800+ word Novella This short and sweet erotic romance serial is book one of three of the
Claiming Her Mate series, and can be read as a standalone with a small lead in to the next book. This series contains spicy sensual scenes between two individuals struggling
with finding their mate. Recommended for 18+ DRM Free keywords: werewolf erotica, werewolf erotic romance, werewolf erotical books free, werewolf eroctica, free werewolf
erotic books, free erotica, short stories, new adult romance, free werewolf erotica, coming of age romance, werewolves free romance books, shapeshifter shifter erotic romance
free
With the proliferation of information on the World Wide Web and in other networked environments, one of the main things that users search for are images of works of art and
architecture. End-users generally try to search for images by subject, a process that often proves unsatisfactory and frustrating. Cataloging images of works of art has always
been challenging, but now that end-users need only have access to the Internet, the challenge is more daunting than ever. This illustrated book on using metadata standards and
controlled vocabularies to catalog and provide accurate end-user access to images of works of art also focuses on decisions that must be made about the arrangement of visual
records, descriptive principles and methodologies, and requirements for access. Introduction to Art Image Access addresses the issues that underlie a visual collection to make it
accessible in an electronic environment. A glossary, selected bibliography, and list of acronyms and URLS are included.
The experience of modernization -- the dizzying social changes that swept millions of people into the capitalist world -- and modernism in art, literature and architecture are
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brilliantly integrated in this account.
*** SELECTED FOR THE ZOELLA BOOK CLUB *** Escape to the summer and feel the warmth of Paige Toon's storytelling Phoebe is caught between a rock and a hard place. Settle down and get married,
or return to the French Alps to pursue her passion? Eliza is in love with someone who is no longer hers. In fact, he probably never was… And her dream of becoming a successful musician seems to be
vanishing before her eyes. Rose is out of a job and out of a boyfriend. To make matters worse, she’s been forced to move back in with her mother… But these very different girls have one thing in common.
Angus. The one they fell in love with… Praise for Paige Toon's novels: 'You'll love it, cry buckets and be uplifted' MARIAN KEYES 'I blubbed, I laughed and I fell in love... utterly heart-wrenching' GIOVANNA
FLETCHER 'Devoured this in one sitting' COSMOPOLITAN 'An absorbing and emotional read' HEAT
This book brings together environmental scientists and engineers to discuss the development of new approaches and methodologies which utilize microalgae for biological wastewater treatment. The
researchers report their recent findings on microalgal removal of nutrients, heavy metals and other organic pollutants from sewage and industrial effluents. The technologies discussed here include biosorption
and bioaccumulation of heavy metals, cell immobilization of algae, and mathematical modelling of metal uptake by cells. This book is unique in that it takes a practical approach to the subject matter and is a
useful reference both in and outside of the laboratory.
For centuries they’ve lived in secret among northern England’s green and misted hills. Creatures of extraordinary beauty, power, and sensuality, they possess the ability to shape-shift from human to dragon
and back again. Now their secret—and their survival—is threatened by a temptation that will break every boundary. . . . Dubbed the Smoke Thief, a daring jewel thief is confounding the London police. His
wealthy victims claim the master burglar can walk through walls and vanish into thin air. But Christoff, the charismatic Marquess of Langford, knows the truth: the thief is no ordinary human but a “runner”
who’s fled Darkfrith without permission. As Alpha leader of the dra´kon, it’s Kit’s duty to capture the fugitive before the secrets of the tribe are revealed to mortals. But not even Kit suspects that the Smoke
Thief could be a woman. Clarissa Rue Hawthorne knew her dangerous exploits would attract the attention of the dra´kon. But she didn’t expect Christoff himself to come to London, dangling the tribe’s most
valuable jewel–the Langford Diamond–as bait. For as long as she could remember, Rue had lived the life of a halfling–half dra´kon, half mortal–and an outcast in both worlds. She’d always loved the
handsome and willful Kit from the only place it was safe: from afar. But now she was no longer the shy, timid girl she’d once been. She was the first woman capable of making the Turn in four generations. So
why did she still feel the same dizzying sense of vulnerability whenever he was near? From the moment he saw her, Kit knew that the alluring and powerful beauty was every bit his Alpha equal and destined
to be his bride. And by the harsh laws of the dra´kon, Rue knew that she was the property of the marquess. But they will risk banishment and worse for a chance at something greater. For now Rue is his
prisoner, the diamond has disappeared, and she’s made the kind of dangerous proposition a man like Kit cannot resist. . . . In this bewitching novel, Shana Abé transports us into a world of exhilarating
romance and magic.
The tenth book of International Bestselling Author, Avery Gale's phenomenally successful series, The Adlers, is filled with magic, laughter, red-hot kink, and enough craziness to drive the Doms of the Prairie
Winds and ShadowDance Clubs to the edge. Catalina Adler: My kidnapping and torture still haunt me, but like everything else in the world of magic... nothing is as it seems. My jewelry design business is
taking off, and what I planned as a small side venture into kinky pieces is threatening to take over. A brief stay at Cameron and Dr. Cecelia Barnes' home means the booze is expensive and the laughter
plentiful-but nothing good lasts forever. When danger finds me, the numerous men in my life decide to send me to Colorado-damn it... it's cold in the Rockies. Most shifters love cold weather-I'm not one of
them. Geriatric wizards and witches with agendas, bossy Doms, and a surprising enemy are all complications that test my sanity. The one constant-Cooper Hicks-but is he enough to keep me from skating
over the edge? Cooper Hicks: I knew she was mine the first moment I saw her walking across campus-too young, too smart, and sporting an attitude big enough to make any blue-blooded Southern mama
proud. For years, Catalina Adler was my biggest temptation and a colossal pain in my rear. The woman would test the patience of a saint-and my nomination for sainthood was shredded and the pieces
incinerated years earlier. After introducing her to the D/s dynamic her fate was sealed... I planned to make Catalina mine in every way possible. Rescuing her from a filth infested cell in BFE was a blessing in
disguise. As an intelligence agent, she was too compromised to ever return to the field, and he'd hoped her business would keep her safe. He should have known better. Keeping Catalina safe is a full-time
job and help comes from the most unexpected places.
Warning: For Mature Adult Audiences. Contains language and actions some may find offensive. Contains sexually explicit content. Brooklyn is the first book in a new Avery Gale series featuring ten siblings.
The Adlers will introduce a new cast of characters while bringing back some of your favorites from Ms. Gale’s other best-selling series. If you loved The ShadowDance Club, Club Isola, The Morgan Brothers,
Mountain Mastery, and Masters of the Prairie Winds Club you’re going to love The Adlers. Brooklyn Adler is a retrieval expert specializing in the return of stolen treasures to their rightful owners. She’s the
darling of large insurance companies around the world and the bane of local and international law enforcement agencies. Walking the fine line between hero and thief was always the perfect fix for the pintsized adrenaline junkie, but after years of working twenty-four seven, she’s tired. Burning the candle at both ends for weeks, Brooklyn resolves to push through one more big money retrieval before taking the
break she’d been promising herself for far too long. With the ancient Egyptian amulet tucked safely in her pocket, Brooklyn is on her way out of Emilio Mendoza’s compound when all hell breaks
loose—luckily, she’d inadvertently called in the Calvary. Her soul had reached out to the one man who could hear all she’d never been able to say. Luke Grayson fell in love with Brooklyn Adler their freshman
year at MIT. They’d become best friends and she’d consistently refused his advances because she hadn’t wanted to risk ruining their friendship. As an empath he’d always known how she really felt, but
over the last few months he’s sensed the shift in her thinking and knew the time for waiting was over. Their connection, strong enough he could feel her exhaustion layered beneath her determination to finish
one last retrieval, was what had summoned him to the east coast. When things go to hell, he’s waiting in the wings to whisk her away from the small island, but can he keep her safe long enough to prove
how perfect they could be together? Or has she finally made an enemy strong enough to pull her into the depths of hell with him?
A brand-new edition of the classic guide on low-speed wind tunnel testing While great advances in theoretical and computational methods have been made in recent years, low-speed wind tunnel testing
remains essential for obtaining the full range of data needed to guide detailed design decisions for many practical engineering problems. This long-awaited Third Edition of William H. Rae, Jr.'s landmark
reference brings together essential information on all aspects of low-speed wind tunnel design, analysis, testing, and instrumentation in one easy-to-use resource. Written by authors who are among the most
respected wind tunnel engineers in the world, this edition has been updated to address current topics and applications, and includes coverage of digital electronics, new instrumentation, video and
photographic methods, pressure-sensitive paint, and liquid crystal-based measurement methods. The book is organized for quick access to topics of interest, and examines basic test techniques and
objectives of modeling and testing aircraft designs in low-speed wind tunnels, as well as applications to fluid motion analysis, automobiles, marine vessels, buildings, bridges, and other structures subject to
wind loading. Supplemented with real-world examples throughout, Low-Speed Wind Tunnel Testing, Third Edition is an indispensable resource for aerospace engineering students and professionals,
engineers and researchers in the automotive industries, wind tunnel designers, architects, and others who need to get the most from low-speed wind tunnel technology and experiments in their work.
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Despite Mikel Kedrov’s heritage and position as heir apparent to one of Russia’s largest crime families, he prefers nonviolence in dealing with problems. His men, not so much
when they have endured Mikel's current nemesis for as long as their boss has. Mikel’s found a woman who is “almost” perfect, Juliana’s one flaw? Her mother. A woman who
brings new meaning to the words mother-of-the-bride. Enjoy a humorous look at two age-old problems: weddings and in-laws.
This book is intended for Mature Audiences. If you don’t enjoy steamy sex scenes, this isn’t the book for you. After working nonstop for almost a decade, Hollywood heartthrob,
Kensington Adler is ready for a break. When one of his brothers arranges for Kensington to vacation at the luxurious hideaway on ShadowDance Mountain known as the cabin,
he is shocked by what he finds. Built into an old mine, the beautifully decorated, high-security fortress is the perfect place to enjoy some much-needed downtime while he decides
what to do next. As a shifter, Kensington has spent his life avoiding humans while in his wolf. Keeping his distance when a truck stops on a nearby bridge, he watches two men
toss a rolled-up tarp over the edge, driving away as the bundle rolls down the boughs of a large tree, landing in the icy river. The woman who emerges sputtering from the tarp
changes everything. Denali Weston has been a wilderness guide since she was sixteen, but she’s never encountered a group like the trio tramping up the mountain behind her.
Peter Slavich’s true intentions come to light after his bodyguards toss Denali’s tarp wrapped body off a bridge, leaving her for dead. Keeping Denali safe is going to require a
team effort, but in the end, it will all come down to one person and a deadly blizzard.
Warning: For Mature Adult Audiences. Contains language and actions some may find offensive. Contains sexually explicit content. Menage MFM. Centuries of tradition have
bound your soul to ours so tightly that neither time no trial could separate us. In Book 1 of the Wolf Pack series: Kit has avoided her parents increasing pressure to marry for
years. Granted, her shifter parents refer to it as mating, but Kit isn't one to split hairs over semantics when the results will be the same. She'll lose her freedom and being under
the control of an Alpha male doesn't appeal to her in the least. Kit knows that mating will also bring on her magical powers and what many would consider a gift comes with some
hefty baggage. After seeing the burden those powers have been to her mother and grandmother, Kit is in no hurry to join in the never-ending battle between good and evil. But an
evening of dancing with a friends ends Kit's hope of avoiding her destiny. Jameson and Trevlon Wolf had traveled the world looking for their mate, and they'd almost given up
finding her when she walks in to their New York City dance club. But they quickly discover convincing the fiery-haired beauty to give them one week to prove being their mate
won't be the end of the world was the easy part, because protecting her is going to be a lifelong challenge."
London (The Adlers)
With more than 5,000 works cited, Handbook of Avian Hybrids of the World is the greatest compendium of information ever published on hybridization in birds. Worldwide in
scope, it provides information on all reported avian crosses, not only those occurring in captivity, but also in a natural setting (approximately 4,000 crosses are covered). This
book is a basic reference, intended both for the serious birder and the professional biologist. McCarthy's work fills a need for reference material that takes into account the last
half century of data. It will be of interest to workers in a wide variety of fields, ranging from animal behavior to genetics, ecology, zoology, and systematics. In fact, it will make
fascinating reading for anyone interested in birds and the natural world.
The third book in the Knights of the Boardroom triology picks up a few weeks after Olivia Daniels stows away on the Templar Enterprises Group’s jet hoping to escape the
country before hell rains down around her. But that successful getaway comes at a price, including both new and old enemies, an older brother so overly protective he may be
causing more harm than good, and two Doms who are convinced she’s their future. When Olivia Daniels discovers files on her computer implicating her in a plot to sell nuclear
secrets she knows she’s being framed for treason…she just didn’t know who would want to destroy her reputation or why. And now that she’s healed (okay, almost healed if you
want to split hairs) from a gunshot wound she received protecting her future sister-in-law, Olivia is ready to track down whoever is trying to ruin her. Security specialists Sawyer
Hughes and James Mikels are trying to keep Olivia safe, but the brilliant beauty isn’t making their job any easier. Both men want her and they’ve known for years they’d
eventually find a woman they wanted to spend the rest of their lives with, but they are determined Olivia needs to be fully recovered and SAFE before they make their move.
Discovering the petite bundle of trouble is interested in their lifestyle tests the two sexual Dominant’s patience to the limit. Can they keep her safe long enough to convince her
she is everything they’ve dreamed of? And can Olivia accept the fact she is worthy of everything they’re offering or will old demons undermine what could have been?
This book describes the 1873 voyage of the British explorer Benjamin Leigh Smith, based on the diaries and photographs of Lieutenant Herbert C. Chermside, who joined the expedition of the seas around
Svalbard. Chermside photographs, long believed lost, have recently been uncovered in Sweden and are being curated there by the Grenna Museum. The three unpublished diaries of Herbert Chermside
were lent to the Scott Polar Research Institute in 1939 by Mrs. Benjamin Leigh Smith. For the first time, Chermside diaries are published in their entirety, with the original photographs shown alongside
modern images of the same locations. This includes the first photographic record of the north coast of Svalbard, images that are today being used as comparative data for the study of climate change in the
archipelago. The diaries have been fully transcribed and edited. Introductory chapters are included, written by specialists in the history of exploration, history of science, and the history of photography from
Penn State University, the University of Gothenburg, and UiT, the Arctic University of Norway, as well as contributors from the UK and Germany. This volume is published in association with Grenna Museum,
which will present Chermside's photographs in a 2022 exhibit on Leigh Smith and A.E. Nordenskiold.
The 2008 financial crisis—like the Great Depression—was a world-historical event. What caused it will be debated for years, if not generations. The conventional narrative is that the financial crisis was caused
by Wall Street greed and insufficient regulation of the financial system. That narrative produced the Dodd-Frank Act, the most comprehensive financial-system regulation since the New Deal. There is
evidence, however, that the Dodd-Frank Act has slowed the recovery from the recession. If insufficient regulation caused the financial crisis, then the Dodd-Frank Act will never be modified or repealed;
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proponents will argue that doing so will cause another crisis. A competing narrative about what caused the financial crisis has received little attention. This view, which is accepted by almost all Republicans in
Congress and most conservatives, contends that the crisis was caused by government housing policies. This book extensively documents this view. For example, it shows that in June 2008, before the crisis,
58 percent of all US mortgages were subprime or other low-quality mortgages. Of these, 76 percent were on the books of government agencies such as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. When these mortgages
defaulted in 2007 and 2008, they drove down housing prices and weakened banks and other mortgage holders, causing the crisis. After this book is published, no one will be able to claim that the financial
crisis was caused by insufficient regulation, or defend Dodd-Frank, without coming to terms with the data this book contains.
Warning: For Mature Adult Audiences. Contains language and actions some may deem offensive. Sexually explicit content. MFM In book two of the Wolf Pack: Kit Wolf’s magic skills are both a blessing and
a curse, and it doesn’t seem her life is going to be any more ordered anytime soon. Between a wild and wacky Granny whose wardrobe would embarrass a Shriner, to a mother with an aversion to having her
picture taken that borders on a DSMIV diagnosis, and a demon trying to recruit her, Kit barely has enough focus to care for herself, let alone worry about two newborns. Then with all of the chaos swirling
around her, what is she most befuddled by? Her sexual Dominant husbands’ newfound penchant for vanilla sex. The pack Alphas, Jameson and Trevlon Wolf are treating their mate like a piece of fragile
crystal and Kit can’t seem to focus on anything but finding the freedom their Dominance once brought her. For Jameson and Trevlon Wolf, life has never been more complicated or perfect. Finding their mate
was only the beginning because babies, wild in-laws, an endangered teen, and revelations about their best friend and mentor have the two pack Alphas scrambling just to keep their chins above water. But
magic has a way of pushing itself to the front, particularly when you are looking the other way. When a young wizard needs their protection, he quickly becomes a thread of gold weaving his way into their
hearts and lives, but keeping him safe isn’t going to be easy. His connections to the Wolf Pack and their circle of friends seems to be a never ending outward ripple, but the dark forces haven’t hesitated to
kill anyone protecting Braden, so sheltering him is an enormous risk. However, regaining lost ground with their lovely submissive is what holds the keys to Jameson and Trevlon’s hearts and the future of the
pack.
Dusted Star: Masters of the Prairie Winds Club Book Ten
Warning: For Mature Adult Audiences. Contains language and actions some may deem offensive. Sexually explicit content. Ménage – MMF. In book six of the Masters of the Prairie Winds Club: Cameron
Barnes, owner and Dom of Dark Desires, enlists the help of his friends from Prairie Winds Club when his family becomes the focus of an unknown threat. A threat he feels can only be associated with his past
position as an operative. When Carl Phillips shows up as part of the security detail for Cam's wife and daughter, Cam is confronted with a past regret—one that has haunted him every day for the last twentyfive years. Carl Phillip has never turned down a mission, but he sure wishes he could. Instead, being a team member, he pulls on his professionalism and reins in his haunting past—at least until he is sitting in
front of it. Then all bets are off. As the threat against Dr. Cecelia Barnes grows near, the men of Prairie Winds step in to help and do what they do best—locate, secure, and extinguish. Enter Dark Desires,
where past regrets will either bring a Dom to his knees or forge a future where love, life, and family is worth every heartache felt.
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